In e-learning environments, trust relationship plays a vital role in establishing collaborative activities among co-learners. Reputation is a fundamental source for measuring co-learners' trust. An efficient and effective way to construct trust relationship among faculties and students in e-learning environment is ranking. User-driven reputation systems are based only on the feedback or ratings provided by the users. Users with higher points obtain high rating compared to less scored users. Thus, by Zipf's law, alleged low users are pushed to the bottom of the ranking list. This condition is avoided by encouraging less likely users and preventing them from moving further down in ranking level. Low ranked users are provided with few more chances to participate actively in the e-learning environment. A splay tree is a binary search tree with self-balancing skill. The splay tree brings the recently accessed item to the top of the tree. A splay tree is used to represent user's ranks, and low ranked users are semi-splayed again in the tree thus preventing them from further drowning in the ranking list for the fixed number of times. In this paper, we presented Rank_Improvement algorithm to enhance average scored users and compared with the ranking algorithm in the existing question-answering websites.
Introduction
Privacy and protection rights are the key challenges that are needed to tackle when capturing and using contextual data. Content driven reputation systems based on the feedback provided by analysis of all interactions whereas user-driven reputation systems are based only on the feedback or ratings provided by the users. Co-learners trust relationships play a vital role to establish collaborative activities in e-learning environments. Build trust relationship in an efficient and effective way among users with ratings/ranking. For collaboration activities in e-learning environments, the trust relationships among co-learners are imperative. An individual's privacy diminishes by expectations of trust (Anwar and Greer, 2012) . Reputation is a valid source for measuring trust and obtained through rating or ranking. Reputation is a contextual evaluation of a person's actions (Anwar and Greer, 2012) . The splay tree brings the newly accessed items closer to the top of the tree, thus the recently searched items to be accessible in O(1) time if accessed again. The locality of reference states that 80% of the accesses are to 20% of the items. A splay tree search operation does the same standard binary search tree (BST) searching, additionally, it also moves sought user to the top of the tree. If the search is successful, then that user is splayed and becomes the new highest rated user. Else the last user accessed before reaching the NULL is splayed and becomes the new highest rated user. The splay tree allows searching and insertion operations to balance the tree so that future operations may run faster. Based on the heuristic, if user X is accessed once, then same user X is likely to be accessed again. After locating user X, perform 'splaying' operations to bring up X to the top of the tree. Do this in a way that leaves the tree more or less balanced as a whole. The active (recently accessed) user will move towards the root, and inactive users will slowly move far-off from the root. Let user X is not a highest ranked user, that is, X has, at least, one ancestor, then 'Zig' and 'Zag' are just a single rotation, as in an AVL tree right and left rotation respectively (Medidi and Deo, 1994) . 'Zig-Zig'/'Zag-Zag' consists of two single rotations of the same type, and 'Zig-Zag'/'Zag-Zig' consists of two rotations of the opposite type, similar to an LR imbalance correction (Medidi and Deo, 1994) . Even if the depths of some nodes get huge, this guarantees that a long sequence of O(N) searches does not occur because each search operation causes a rebalance. Stackoverflow is a well known question-answering website that allows registered users to post their questions and to post answers to others' questions (Anchan et al., 2015) . In general, users with better answers are ranked high.
In all question-answering websites users with the highest reputation scores are marked as highly reputed users. Overall rating depends on the ratings of users with little reputation. The higher the vote weight of a user with great reputation compared to a vote of a low reputation user, the less the overall status will change due to the little reputation votes. In this paper, users with the fewer score are shuffled for a limited number of times so that they do not get ignored in the top reputation list. In other words, we give moderately reputed or less active users few more chances to participate actively and thus, postponing them from getting eliminated from top scored list. The splaynet is to build the many splay trees which are connected to form a network. Categorise users according to their subject expertise. Create multiple splay trees by grouping users as per their similar subject of interest, and they are ranked accordingly. One user may have more than one subject of interest. Thus, represent a user as a node of more than one tree. These users connect the splay trees and thus form a splay network called as splaynet.
In this paper, we discussed reputation-based ranking methods using splay trees as an important concept. Rank_Improvement algorithm is developed to prevent weak users from downfall and encourage them by boosting their ranks. The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes motivation and background, Section 3 describes searching time of a user and Rank_Improvement algorithm. This section also describes how to break Zipf's law by increasing user level in the splay tree using zig/zag rotation. In Section 4, we present Multi-arm bandit problem to find the selection probability of the boosted users, Section 5 describes and discusses experimental results and finally, Section 6 concludes and describes future work.
Motivation and background
The quality and quantity of user's contributions compute their reputations. The better quality contribution preserves the introduced changes in subsequent revisions (Adler and de Alfaro, 2007; Adler et al., 2008; Druck, 2008) . User reputation is evaluated to predict the quality of future user contributions (Adler and de Alfaro, 2007) . The content reputation system's predictive ability is to measure its performance (de Alfaro et al., 2011) . The design space characteristics influence the structure of a reputation system. Movshovitz (2013) described the different experts versus non-experts activity patterns and highlighted the importance of detecting anomalous users in his work. The potential expert users are identified based on their business in the first few months of activity on the site. The initial operation of a user when joining the site is an indicative of his/her long-term contribution (Movshovitz, 2013) . Enhancing or reducing the influences of the large-degree users could produce certain reputation ranking lists (Liu, 2015) .
SChord (Zhou et al., 2014 ) is based on splay tree and implements Chord finger table with improved resource locating efficiency. Nodes hierarchy is related to the access frequency. Routing and caching are the two operations in Schord ring (Zhou et al., 2014) where the routing process is to look up the closest preceding node and caching is searching and inserting (key, node) to its splay tree. Each node contains a splay tree. Insert node n with s successors (n.id + 2i), 0 < = i < = s -1 into splay tree (Zhou et al., 2014) . Stefan et al. (2015) explored fully decentralised and self-adjusting network that minimises the routing cost between arbitrary communication pairs. They proved by the empirical entropies of the sources and destinations that the overall cost is upper bounded. A new content authentication scheme proposed by Li et al. (2010) in which Merkle hash tree (MHT) is constructed based on an OBST. The basic idea in MHT is to produce a short cryptographic description of a large dataset. Parent node stores the concatenated children node values. An element is verified using node's siblings in the path from the associated node to the root. An element's authentication cost depends on the computation time which is a linear to node's depth in MHT. Antoniou et al. (2011) presented the randomised splay tree version with chain splay technique for compressing data. An adaptive data compression algorithm called as the splay-prefix algorithm on the prefix code, where the code tree is restructured using semisplaying. In semi-splaying technique leaf corresponding to the transmitted symbol is splayed so that it moves halfway to the root, thus moving other symbols automatically to the bottom of the tree. Comparing randomised with non-randomised versions based on rotations and time proves that randomised algorithm is much smaller than the deterministic text of the algorithm. Randomised version achieves up to 3% reduction in the rotations and is preferable for the application of relatively small sequences of accesses on a large amount of data (Antoniou et al., 2011) . The splay tree is very suitable for caching the recently accessed content to provide quick access again. The splay tree has good performance (Sleator and Tarjan, 1985) since it is self-optimising. For quick access, move frequently accessed nodes closer to the root. Packets sorted as BST and then balanced tree (Arianfar et al., 2010) . Self-adjusting tree ideas are implemented to design a cache management for content-centric networking (CCN) (Adelson-Velskii and Landis, 1962; Srinivasan et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2012) . The download time is related to the class popularity that is, the download time is very short for the content with high probability to access. The frequency of visits and the recent visit are considered to evaluate the content popularity (Wang et al., 2012) . Overall packets matching time reduces with Splay tree by rejecting unwanted traffic in early stages and by accepting repeated packets with fewer memory accesses . Splay tree changes dynamically according to the flow of traffic and is used to the store length of the prefixes. The level of access determines binary search on prefix lengths (Waldvogel et al., 1997) . Statistical splay tree policy filters (SSF-BSPL) optimise the early rejection of unwanted flows, and the acceptance of repeated wanted traffic through splaying properties. Filtering processing time for the unwanted packets reduces by arranging policy fields in descending order starting from the area with the highest rejection statistics.
In splay tree packet classification technique (ST-PC) ) integer values with their matching rules are stored in splay trees. Whereas in selfadjusting binary search on prefix length (SA-BSPL) (Srinivasan et al., 2006) , the prefix lengths and their corresponding hash tables with matching rules are stored which gives better-amortised analysis. System performance is affected significantly by default-deny rule which increases filtering processing time. Early packet rejection techniques reject the maximum number of packets as soon as possible; thereby filtering processing time is reduced. Key insertion and splay tree encryption (KIST) (Rani et al., 2014) algorithms use the splay tree for encryption. Key injection algorithm is used to compress the cipher text that moves inner nodes which are higher than specified layer. In cloud environment key insertion and splay tree-based outsourcing key management (Rani et al., 2014) provides an approach that is highly secure and flexible. SplayNet (Avin et al., 2013 ) is a distributed generalisation of the splay tree where frequently communicating nodes are moved closer together. Sleator and Trajan (1985) proposed splay tree as optimised BST which reduces average access time by moving more popular nodes closer to the root. Harper (1964) introduced minimum linear arrangement (MLA) problem (Dıazl et al., 2002) to design error-correcting codes with minimum average absolute errors. The domains such as job scheduling (Ravi, 1991) and nervous activity in the cortex (Mitchison and Durbin, 1986 ) use MLA concept. Leitao et al. (2012) study self-optimising overlay networks with dynamic topology. Avin et al. (2013) designed a double splay algorithm to perform splaying in subtrees. Trabelsi and Zeidan (2012) proposed a mechanism based on multilevel filtering modules using the splay tree, to optimise filtering fields order according to traffic statistics. In this scheme, unwanted traffics are rejected in the early stages and thus decrease overall packets matching time. Statistical splay tree policy filters (SSF-BSPL) system uses a mathematical model to decide statistical policy fields order for the next packet segment (Trabelsi and Zeidan, 2012) . Learning objects in the repository are rank based on the citation numbers similar to Google page rank (Yen et al., 2009 ). In Slivkins et al. (2013) , relevant documents selected so as to obey the expected relevance rate μ(x), distributed according to a power-law, for each document x.
3 Searching time of a user in reputation-based tree (T1) and user activity based tree (T2)
Splay trees are the self-adjusting trees with amortised time bounds. In this tree frequently accessed users are moved towards Max_Reputed_User, the maximum reputed user. In this rotate-to-Max_Reputed_User strategy, the more active users remain close to the Max_Reputed_User and thus can find quickly. The average cost is O(log n). In this paper, we built two splays. One splay tree t1 is according to user reputation, that is, the tree before splaying, where highly reputed users are close to the Max_Reputed_User. Second splay tree t2 is according to the active user, that is, tree after splaying; thus, the lastly accessed user is at the Max_Reputed_User. Searching a user in the tree before and after splaying is similar to BST searching. Let UserN(Y) be the number of users ranked below the user Y then rank(Y) = log(userN(Y)). Let rank`(Y) be the user Y's rank before splaying. The time taken for searching a user is proportional to the depth of the user Y in t1 and t2 before splaying, that is, the number of links L from Max_Ranked_User to user Y. For 'm' number of users, searching operations runs in θ(log m) worst-case time. If L = 0 then either T is empty or consists only of a single user or else if L! = 0 then assume the following notations, • X be the user to identify in t1 and t2
• R 0 be the Max_Ranked_User in t1 and t2
• T 1 and T 2 respectively be the left and right subtree, where either T 1 or T 2 is non-empty • L i is the number of links in T i where i = 1,2
• R i is the Max_Ranked_User in T i
• Path_len i = Path length from R i to X
• L = m -1, for T i with at least one user.
SearchBST (user X)
• visit T 1 or T 2 of R 0 for the value of user X
• once visited R i of T 1 , the links of T 1 searched for the user X until the user X found
• let st 1 be the time taken to locate the user X in the reputation_ranking tree, t1
• let st 2 be the time taken to find the user X in the active_user tree, t2
• the number of links traversed to find user X determines the searching time
• when user x calls T 1 or T 2 successor, traverse the upward path from user X to R 0
• when T 1 or T 2 calls user X successor, take the right link of X
• once visited T 2 , traverse the links of T 2 until user X reached.
Splay tree in user ranking
To build the splay tree for reputation, the required steps are:
1 Construct BST with user reputation.
2 Extract users according to their ascending order reputation values using inorder traversing.
3 Insert these users one by one in a splay tree. Thus, built a splay tree with highly reputed users populated near the Max_Reputed_User. Searching time of user x in t1 is directly proportional to searching time of user x in t2. If the user x is both active and highly reputed, then user x is located approximately at the same level or depth, in both the trees. But in some cases, users are more active at the beginning with the highest reputation and then they may become inactive. In other cases, though users are active they score destitute status. Figure 1 depicts this. Calculate the reputation of users with their positive or negative votes. As stated in Zipf's distribution, inactive users may be pushed to more inactive/dead state and poorly reputed users to poorest/eliminated state. Avoid this situation by improving the level of users in the splay tree, thus proving chances for weak users to become active and to gain more reputation. Built Binary tree using updated user value x.
Perform in-order traversal and sort the numbers in ascending order.
Pass each visited element to the function SplayInsert_Repu_Ranking(i).
Thus, built the splay tree with maximum reputation value at the Max_Reputed_User.*/
User_Repu_update(user x)
Built BinarySearchTree with updated reputation value of user x Let UserN = BinarySearchTree_root
InOrder(UserN){ If UserN is NULL then return
InOrder(UserN_Left)/*GoTO step 3*/ Call SplayInsert_Repu_Ranking(UserN_Value)
InOrder(UserN_Right)/*GoTO step 3*/}
Breaking Zip's law
Zipf's law states that very few users are ranked high, and a large number of users are listed at the middle and lower levels. Zipf's distribution shows that very low scored elements are massive in numbers, in other words, small occurrences are extremely common, whereas significant instances are extremely rare. To boost up low ranked users, rotate ranks so that those users' are taken up two steps forward in ranking. Algorithm 4 improves the weak user position in 'active_user' tree by turning the tree assuming that user's parent as the root. Let t1 and t2 be the splayed tree, where keys are ordered according to the user activity value and user reputation value respectively. The 'grace_upper' and 'grace_lower' are the upper and lower levels in the ranking tree with constant values. The 'grace_depth' is the range between 'grace_upper' and 'grace_lower'. The 'tolerate_factor' represent the number of times to do ZIG operation to improve a weak user's rank. The 'tolerate_factor' depends on the position of the user in t1 (pos1) and t2 (pos2).
• if pos1 is in between grace_upper and grace_lower values, then calculate the 'mean' value of grace_upper and grace_lower • if pos1 is smaller than mean value and pos2 is smaller than grace_lower then the tolerate_factor is the max_tolerate_factor • if pos1 is lesser than mean value and pos2 is greater than grace_lower then tolerate_factor is mid_tolerate_factor • otherwise, tolerate_factor is min_tolerate_factor.
Let us consider max_tolerate_factor = 3, mid_tolerate_factor = 2 and min_tolerate_factor = 1 in our Algorithm 4. Increase the ranking of a user by doing an additional splay operation, as shown in Figure 2 , considering user x's parent as a maximum ranked user with subtrees. 4 Selection probability of user Κ using multi-armed bandit problem Let X be a set of users. That is, X = {User1, User2,…, UserN} ≈ arms in bandit problem. Represent voters by a binary relevance vector function π.
where π: X → {0, 1}. Let Ғϰ be the set of all possible relevance vectors. Let P be voters distribution on Ғϰ. Voters sample independently from P, list of users. Voters select from this list of users based on their reputations.
The point-wise mean of P is a function μ: X → [0, 1] such that μ(ϰ) is the selecting probability for user ϰ if it appears at the top of the splay tree. When voters do not select all users in the higher levels then voters examine each level in the splay tree i > 1. Thus, the relevant selecting probabilities for this level are conditional on this event. If S, the set of higher level users are not interested in the voters, Examine a user ϰ in level i > 1 when event ZS happens. In other words, S ⊂ X is the subset of users, and ZS is the fact that the voters do not select all users in S. Let (P|ZS) be the distribution of the electorate obtained by conditioning P on this event, and let μ (•|ZS) be its point-wise mean. Then μ(ϰ|ZS) is the conditional selection probability for user ϰ if S is the set of users ranked above ϰ in the same slot.
Users are not allowed to vote themselves, i.e., no self-voting. In other words, If X is a set and D is a symmetric function on X × X → [0, ∞] such that 
Experimental results and discussions
Reputation is a user's identity that reflects user's familiarity with the website, the amount of users' subject knowledge and the level of respect peers have on the user. Sometimes reputation also determines a user's privileges within the system. Gaining more reputation and trust can make a user access bestow new functionality. As user gain reputation, they gain abilities and responsibilities. The primary factors that determine status is users' voting. Voted up posts increases users' status, the reverse is true for posts which are voted down. Users' up-votes are more heavily weight than down-votes. Reputation lost from the reputation cap is not awarded on the following days in the question-answering websites such as StackOverflow. Reputation cap is to prevent users from gaining privileges and trust too quickly. StackOverflow badges are similar to ranking, awarded to users for achieving an individual score in a particular tag. Tag score is the combined total number of up-votes and down-votes accumulated on answers under that particular tag. Tumbleweed badge in StackOverflow is to bring attention to a neglected user and thus encourages people to stay on the website. Our re-ranking algorithm is much similar to the tumbleweed badge, but neglected users' ranking is increased unknowingly to other users/voters. Live data are collected from the StackOverflow website as shown in the below table with user Id, reputations, latest answered/questioned time and their level in the splay tree. Figures 3(a) to 3(f) displays splay trees with first 4 digit of user reputation and user level (position). In Figure 3 (c) user M is located at level 4 and in (d) at level 9. User M is rotated in (e) and pushed forward to level 7 from 9. In Figure 3 (f), after rotation, M is at level 5. Thus this concludes that a participant becomes more active after increasing her ranking status. In our work, the re-ranking algorithm is implemented in Java using NetBeans and compared with the existing question-answering ranking algorithm. Find weak users and boost up their levels. The implementation results show that the poor users are saved from further drowning to the lower level of the splay trees and their weakness, such as less active or low score, is identified. Boosting up of participants' degree in the splay tree yields them the chances to get active. Thus, these users may become active again. In the traditional ranking methods, the weak participants are not in the limelight, and results in high ranked members alone to grab voter's attention, and thus, only those groups of participants alone remain in the top level of the ranking lists, that is, in the ranking cap. Re-Ranking algorithm overcomes this and breaks Zipf's or power law. The studied statistical data of StackOverflow from the tail of top 50 weekly ranked users' list conclude that nearly 75% of users' weekly grades drop down to the lower levels. Users ranked 35, and above are in the critical place of dropping steep into the ranking list. Figure 4 show StackOverflow users' weekly position report for the months January and February 2016. Figure 4 clearly proves power law, that is, if users obtain low reputation or ranking they fall steep into the ranking list.
Consider 'grace_lower' as 35 and 'grace_upper' as 45. The users in 'grace_depth' are zig-zig or zag-zag rotated as they are the left or right child of their parents respectively. So that they can be moved two levels high from their current position, just above their parent node, thus preventing them from dropping steep into the list for a limited number of times as shown in Figure 5 . If user 'x' is within the 'grace_depth' then the user is zig/zag rotated. Thus, her parent 'y' becomes her child in the splay tree. Though the rank changes, the parent's reputation, and trust values remain unchanged, thus, the chances of losing up-votes and voters trust are very less. In other words, the probability of 'y' to get pushed down in the ranking list is very less. Now, user y's expected reputation value in the next move becomes x's expected reputation value. 'Trust_value' is a constant value which represents voters trust on users based on their status. Rotated weak users' weekly rank is determined by The experimental results show that our algorithm has increased weak user performance by increasing their chances to remain in the ranking cap. In our work, 85% of users are made to retain in higher ranks which are almost 60% more than the existing questionanswering website.
Conclusions and future work
Collaboration activities in e-learning environment require trust relationships among colearners that obtained through reputation and ranking. The splay tree is a self-adjusting BST where highly active/ranked users are near the root node. In our paper, the splay tree is used to represent user reputation. And users are arranged in the splay tree based on their ranks. Highly rated user occupies the root node. When users are in grace_level, then that indicates there are in the critical level of getting ignored or losing the trust of voters. Thus, to save them from getting very low ranks, zig/zag rotation is done which raised their grade levels. In our work, we examined existing StackOverflow data in our Rank_Improvement algorithm. This result shows that 60% of users saved from drowning. In our future activities, users are grouped based on the subject of expertise and are ranked accordingly using multiple splay trees. One user may have more than one subject of interest. Thus, a user can be represented as a node in more than one splay tree. These users connect the splay trees forming a splaynet. Ranking in splaynet is our future goal.
